We consider a team of mobile autonomous agents with the aim to cover a given set of targets. Each agent aims to select a target to cover and physically reach it by the final time in coordination with other agents given locations of targets. Agents are unaware of which targets other agents intend to cover. Each agent can control its mobility and who to send information to. We assume communication happens over a wireless channel that is subject to failures. Given the setup, we propose a decentralized algorithm based on the distributed fictitious play algorithm in which agents reason about the selections and locations of other agents to decide which target to select, whether to communicate or not, who to communicate with, and where to move. Specifically, the communication actions of the agents are learning-aware, and their mobility actions are sensitive to the communication success probability. We show that the decentralized algorithm guarantees that agents will cover their targets in finite time. Numerical experiments show that mobility control for communication and learningaware voluntary communication protocols reduce the number of communication attempts in comparison to a benchmark distributed algorithm that relies on sustained communication.
I. INTRODUCTION
With advances in robotics and wireless communication, autonomous systems are deployed in many different areas ranging from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to self-driving cars. In such systems, autonomous robot teams are put together to collaboratively achieve a common goal utilizing wireless communication and their physical abilities. Collaboration entails each team member gathering data and resolving differences with others efficiently via rapid communication to produce a joint action profile. Here, we posit that communication and mobility capabilities need to be managed by the team members based upon the occurrence of a need for additional information in order to maximize team performance.
In this paper, we consider a team of robots tasked with covering a given set of targets-see [1] , [2] for detailed surveys on target assignment problems. Robots have limited communication resources per decision epoch, and communication is subject to failures due to path-loss and fading. Figure 1 shows an example of a team of three robots that wants to cover three targets. Here we model the target assignment problem as a game played among team members whose pure Nash equilibria correspond to robots covering all targets [3] (Section II-A). Given the setup, along the lines of the aforementioned vision for team collaboration, we propose a decentralized game-theoretic learning algorithm in S. Aydin and C. Eksin are with the Industrial and Systems Engineering Department, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843. E-mail:
sarper.aydin@tamu.edu; eksinc@tamu.edu which agents learn to cover the targets as a team by making learning-aware communication, and communication-aware mobility decisions.
In particular, we generalize a decentralized form of the fictitious play (FP) algorithm, so that it is suitable for realistic communication and mobility settings, and is able to manage limited communication resources (Section II-B). The proposed algorithm has three main parts that operate in tandem: a) Fictitious play: agents keep estimates of the intended target selections of other agents to select best available targets; b) Intermittent and voluntary communication: agents use their current estimates to make voluntary attempts of communication with other agents; c) Communication-aware mobility: agents take movement actions considering the trade-off between covering their selected targets in a given time and increasing chance of successful communication.
FP algorithm is a best-response type distributed gametheoretic learning algorithm [7] - [14] . In the classic FP algorithm [6] , an agent takes an action that maximizes its expected utility assuming other agents select their actions randomly from a stationary distribution. In FP, agents assume this stationary distribution is given by the past empirical frequency of past actions. FP is not a decentralized algorithm, since agents need to observe past actions of everyone to be able to form these distributions, and compute their utility expectations. In the decentralized fictitious play (DFP) algorithm, agents form estimates on empirical frequencies of other agents' actions by averaging the estimates received from their neighbors in a communication network. The fast convergence rate of averaging updates guarantee convergence of DFP algorithm for potential games, i.e., games with payoffs that admit potential functions [4] , [5] , [10] . Here, the generalization of the DFP algorithm allows for communication failures, and intermittent and voluntary communication attempts.
Learning-aware communication refers to agents assessing novelty of their information and the information need of other agents who are potential receivers of information. Indeed, if an agent has little new information to share, the individual agent can save energy by abstaining from communication without hampering team performance. Based on this premise, recent studies in distributed optimization [20] - [22] propose local threshold based communication protocols that rely on novelty of information measured by, e.g., change in local gradient. These communication protocols are also referred to as censoring since a sender agent self-censors if it deems its information as stale. Along the same lines, here we consider a communication protocol that provides full autonomy to agents in deciding whether to communicate or not based changes in their estimates of empirical frequencies.
Our protocol departs from the past approaches by the feature that agents also determine who to communicate with by assessing information need of other agents, in addition to the novelty of their information. Specifically, agents keep an estimate of the similarity between each others' estimates of empirical frequencies. If agent i's assesses that agent j may have similar estimates due to past interactions, it may choose to not transmit its new estimate to agent j. Moreover, each agent allocates their communication resources based on a statistic that measures the similarity of target selections. That is, if an agent is more likely to select the same target with another agent, then it is more urgent for these two agents to coordinate their selections. These features in which agents determine who to communicate with and allocate communication resources based on urgency of information exchange makes the communication protocol learning-aware.
Communication-aware mobility refers to agents determining their heading directions not just based on their target selections, but also based on their need to communicate in the presence of fading. In the target assignment game, if robots move toward their selected targets, they may quickly lose connectivity due to growing distances. This may lead to certain robots committing early to their target selections without spending the time needed to coordinate their actions with all the other agents. Since the team would need to resolve agent-target allocations eventually, this mobility would be highly inefficient as some agents may take many steps toward their selected targets only to change their selections. In addressing some of these issues, recent works in distributed mobility and communication control in autonomous teams propose mobility decisions that mind communication [15] - [17] . However, in these studies network connectivity is treated as a constraint to be satisfied by the team. Ensuring connectivity as mobile robots move to reach their selected targets can significantly hamper team performance, and cause the target assignment problem to be infeasible since some targets may never be covered to remain connected. More recent studies on mobile robotic teams [18] , [19] account for intermittent communication for distributed state estimation problems. Along similar lines, we incorporate information exchange needs of agents and fading effects into their mobility decisions. Our goal is to reduce total distance traversed by the team by increasing the chances of successful communication attempts.
We analyze the convergence properties of the DFP algorithm equipped with learning-aware communication and communication-aware mobility protocols in the target assignment game (Section III). First we show that the target assignment game is best-response potential game, i.e., there exists a potential function such that the best action for an agent is the same regardless of whether it minimizes its utility function or the potential function. Then, we show that the DFP algorithm converges to a pure Nash equilibrium of the target assignment game (Theorem 1) given appropriate choices of the threshold parameters in the learning-aware Each robot relies on local estimates of the possible target selection of other robots f i (t) to select targets. The local estimates are updated based on information received from other robots over a noisy wireless channel subject to failures. The probability of a successful communication from robot i to j (β ij (t)R ij (t)) depends on their locations (x i (t), x j (t)), and flow rate (β ij (t)) determined by agent i. communication protocol. Given the convergence to pure Nash equilibrium in finite time, we are able to show that all targets are eventually covered by the team (Corollary 1). Numerical experiments demonstrate the reduction in the number of communication attempts due to learning-aware communication, and the increased likelihood of finishing the given task by the final time due to communication-aware mobility (Section IV).
II. TARGET ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM WITH MOBILITY AND VOLUNTARY COMMUNICATION
We consider a team of N robots denoted with N = {1, 2, · · · , N } that move on a 2D surface. There are N targets denoted using K := {1, 2, · · · , N }. The goal of the team is to cover all targets. In order for a robot i ∈ N to cover a target k ∈ K, it has to select that target. We define the selection variable a ik ∈ {0, 1} which is equal to 1 if robot i selects target k, and is equal to 0, otherwise. Then the team goal to cover all targets is achieved, when the following equations are satisfied, k∈K a ik = 1, i ∈ N , and i∈N a ik = 1, k ∈ K.
(1)
If the conditions above are satisfied there is a one-to-one matching between the robot-target pairs.
Mobility Dynamics and Constraint. Each robot starts at position x i (0) ∈ R 2 and moves to x i (t) ∈ R 2 with a chosen velocityẋ i (t) ∈ R 2 for t ∈ T := {1, . . . , T f } where T f is some final time. Assuming uniform time intervals ∆t, we have the following mobility dynamics,
Agents determine their velocities in order to reach their selected targets by the final time, i.e.,
where q k ∈ R 2 denotes the target k's static location, the selection vector of robot i is defined as a i := [a i1 , . . . , a iN ] T , and q is the target location matrix that is a concatenation of the locations of all targets. The equality in (3), when satisfied, ensures that agents are at their selected targets by time T f .
Target selection with minimum effort. The effort that robot i has to exert to cover target k is proportional to the distance that it has to traverse, defined as d ik := ||x i (0) − q k || 2 2 . Then the team objective can be written as to minimize total distance traversed to cover all targets while satisfying the conditions above,
where we grouped the target selection and velocity decisions in a team decision variable y :
The problem in (4) is easy to solve when agents have complete information about the initial locations of each other and the target locations, i.e. all agents know d ik for all i and k. In such a scenario, each robot can compute the optimal solution to (4) and implement its portion of the optimal selection and mobility dynamics. In general agents cannot be sure of the distances of other agents to the targets. This means agents need to solve (4) using their local information. Because agents have different and partial information, agents need to reason about each others' selections to make their own selections. Here, we model the reasoning and decisionmaking of agents using a decentralized game-theoretic learning framework. We first define the target assignment game and then present the decentralized learning framework.
A. Target assignment game
In a game, agent i, who knows its distance to the targets {d ik } k∈K , has to compare among its target options K without the knowledge of the selection of other agents. Here we use the selection vector a i ∈ R N to denote the action of agent i. The action of agent i belongs to the space of canonical vectors e k for k = 1, . . . , N , i.e., a i ∈ A := {e 1 , . . . , e N }. We denote the kth element of the action by a ik which is equivalent to the definition of the selection variable in (1) . Given the action space, we represent the utility function of agent i as follows,
where a −i := {a j } j∈N \{i} ∈ A N −1 := j∈N \{i} A, and a −ik = max{a jk } j∈N \{i} . If there exists an agent j ∈ N \ {i} that selects target k, thenā −ik = 1, andā −ik = 0, if none of them selects it. The term d ikā−ik is a constant from the perspective of agent i, since it can only control its selection. The target assignment game is then defined by the tuple of agents, action spaces, and utility functions, Γ = (N , {A, u i } i∈N ). In the target assignment game, the structure of objective function u i (a i , a −i ) together with the action space A assume the role of the coverage constraints in (1) . Once agent i selects its target, it can determine its path toward the chosen action as per (2)-(3) to satisfy mobility constraints.
B. Decentralized game-theoretic learning in the target assignment game
We assume agents do not have time to coordinate their actions apriori. Thus they learn to select the optimal (equilibrium) actions in the target assignment game via repeated interaction as they move to reach their current target selections. However, their interactions are determined by the communication model that is subject to fading and pathloss. In such a setting, if agents only move toward the actions they select, the chance of successful information exchanges may significantly diminish. In the following we propose a decentralized game-theoretic learning algorithm where agents determine whom to talk to, and their mobility actions according to the tradeoff between the need to communicate and the goal to reach their selected targets as per (3) .
Decentralized fictitious play (FP) with inertia. We denote the target selection of agent i at time t ∈ N + by a i (t) ∈ A. In making its target selection agent i needs to form estimates on the current selection of other agents to evaluate its utility in (5) . Similar to the FP algorithm, agent i assumes that other agents act according to a stationary distribution that is determined by their empirical frequency of past actions. We define the empirical frequency of agent i as follows,
where ρ 1 ∈ (0, 1) is a fading memory constant that measures the importance of current actions. In the centralized FP algorithm, agents best respond, i.e., take the action that minimizes their expectation of their utility computed with respect to the empirical frequencies. However, in a setting with mobile agents, we cannot assume agents have access to the current empirical frequencies of all agents at all times. Instead, agent i needs to form estimates of the empirical frequencies based on information received from others. We define the estimate of agent i on agent j's empirical frequency in (6) as f i j (t). The estimate f i j (t) belongs to the space of probability distributions on A denoted as ∆(A). Then the expected utility of agent i with respect to its
Agents best respond to the estimated empirical frequencies with some probability inertia ∈ (0, 1) for all t ≥ 2,
Agents update their estimates f i −i (t) based on message exchanges with other agents. In the following, we describe how agents update their estimates about the empirical frequencies of others.
Information exchange and estimate updates. At each time step t, agents update their individual empirical frequency f i (t) according to (6) and let f i i (t) = f i (t). After updating its individual empirical frequency, agents attempt to exchange their empirical frequencies with each other. Agent i updates its estimate about agent j's empirical frequency as follows,
where ρ 2 ∈ (0, 1) is a learning rate, and c ji (t) is a Bernoulli random variable that indicates whether the communication attempt by agent j at time t is successful or not. In this update rule, each robot learns from others and updates its estimate of agent j's selections if agent j is able to transmit its information. The success probability of a communication attempt at time t depends on the communication protocol and channel statistics that we describe next.
Learning-aware voluntary communication. Agent i decides on whether it wants to communicate with agent j based on two metrics: novelty of its information H ii (t) := ||f i i (t) − a i (t)||, and the error that agent j makes in estimating i's empirical frequency
In particular, agent i assigns a communication weight w ij (t) to agent j that is equal to zero if novelty and distance conditions are respectively below certain threshold constants η 1 ∈ (0, 1), and η 2 ∈ (0, 1), otherwise the weight is equal to the inverse of the empirical frequency overlap between the two agents defined as ∆ ij (t) :
To intuition the above threshold rule, note that the novelty H ii (t) measures the change in the empirical frequency of agent i. H ii (t) becomes small when agent i repeatedly selects the same target as per (6) . Together with the condition that H ij (t) needs to be smaller than η 2 , the above threshold rule checks that if agent j needs further information from i in predicting i's target selection accurately. In the case that these the thresholds are not met, i.e., H ii (t) > η 1 or H ij (t) > η 2 , then the communication weight depends on the overlap metric ∆ ij (t). The overlap metric is the estimated similarity between the empirical frequencies of agents i and j. If ∆ ij (t) is small, then two agents are likely to select the same targets according to agent i. The smaller ∆ ij (t) is, the more important it is for agent i to coordinate the selection of the targets with agent j so that agents i and j do not select to cover the same target. The constant δ 1 puts a cap on the communication weight that a single agent j can have.
In order to compute the communication weight (10), agent i needs access to its own empirical frequency f i (t), its estimate of j's empirical frequency f i j (t), and agent j's estimate of i's empirical frequency f j i (t). Agent i can locally compute f i (t) and f i j (t) using (6) and (9), respectively. For computing f j i (t), here we devise an acknowledgement protocol where we assume the receiving agent (j) sends an "ACK" signal to the sender (i) upon successful communication. Given this protocol and the initial estimate of j on i's empirical frequency f j i (0), agent i (sender) can keep track of the value of f j i (t) by using the update rule in (9) with indices i and j exchanged.
At each step, agent i computes a communication weight for all agents as per (10) . Together these weights {w ij (t)} j∈N \{i} determine the relative importance of communicating with other agents. Next we explain how these weights are used in determining flow rates.
We consider point-to-point communication among robot i and robot j with a rate function R ij (x i (t), x j (t)) that determines the amount of information robot i can send to robot j at time t. Robot i can choose the routing rate β ij (t) ∈ [0, 1] that controls the fraction of time robot i spends to send information to robot j at time t. The probability of existence of a communication link is given by a Bernoulli random variable (as defined above), that depends on the rate function and the routing rate,
Given the weights and the communication model, agent i allocates its routing rate by solving the following optimization problem
where we assumed the total flow rate is 1. Due to the threshold condition in (10), the weights in (12) for some of the agents can be zero, which means agent i eliminates a subset of the agents from the communication all together. Given the structure of the communication channel in (11), this problem can be reduced to
Agent i solves the concave optimization problem in (13) at each time step t to determine the flow rates β ij (t). In reducing problem (12) to (13), we observe that the fading terms in communication r||x i (t)−x j (t)|| 2 2 disappeared. This means the positions x i (t) and x j (t) do not play a role in determining the flow rates; even though, the chance of successful communication between agent i and agent j depends on the positions as per (11) . Indeed, agents can adjust their positions based on who they need to send information to. In the following we propose such a mobility scheme that accounts for both communication and reaching the selected target.
Communication-aware mobility. Each agent wants to move towards the location of the target they selected in the target assignment game. At the same time, as per the communication model in (11) , the distance between agents is crucial to successfully exchange their information. Since the exact locations x j (t) is unknown to each agent i, agent i uses its estimates f i j (t) at time t and target locations q together with (3) to estimate the final location of agent j as shown below,
Given the estimates for the direction of other agents, agent i selects its next heading direction x dir i (t) to jointly optimize communication success and covering the selected target by solving the following problem,
denotes the location of the target selected by agent i, and v ij (t) > 0 is the weight that agent i puts on moving closer to agent j. The weight v ij (t) is computed using the same threshold condition as the communication weight w ij (t) in (10) but is computed using updated empirical frequency estimates post communication phase. In other words, v ij (t) is an updated version of w ij (t) computed after the information exchange and belief updates. After determining the direction x dir i (t), agent i's velocity is given byẋ
where α(t) is the speed of agents at time t, respecting physical constraints. Thus, agents move utilizing (16) to both communicate with others and reach their selected targets.
C. Decentralized game-theoretic learning with voluntary communication and communication aware mobility
Algorithm 1 below summarizes the decentralized fictitious play (DFP) algorithm proposed in the previous section that determines mobility (M) and communication (C) protocols of agent i, and thus is referred to as MC-DFP for short.
Agent i selects an action a i (t) using (8).
4:
Agent i updates f i i (t) with the selected action via (6).
5:
Agent i computes weights w ij (t) (10) for all j = i.
6:
If w ij (t) = 0, each agent i decides the routing variables β ij (t) (13) and transmit its empirical frequency f i (t) with probability of success β ij (t)R ij (t).
7:
Agent i updates {f i j (t)} j∈N using (9).
8:
Agent i determines the weights v ij (t) using (10).
9:
Agent i determines direction (15) and moves according to (16) . 10 : end for Agents start the updates at each time step with the selection of a target in step 3. In steps 4 and 5, agents determine their current empirical frequencies and their communication weights, which they use to determine their flow rates. In step 6, all agents engage in a round of communication with the determined flow rates. After agents receive new information, they update their estimates about the empirical frequencies in step 7. The updated frequencies are used to determine where agents move next in steps 8 and 9.
MC-DFP has two mechanisms, namely, learning-aware voluntary communication (Steps 5-6) and communicationaware mobility (Steps 8-9), that makes it distinct from prior decentralized approaches in team of mobile robots [15] - [17] . In contrast to prior approaches that focus on ensuring probabilistic connectivity for all time steps, the proposed communication and mobility mechanisms make learning of others' selections the goal in MC-DFP. Moreover, MC-DFP algorithm considers realistic communication and mobility models compared to prior decentralized game-theoretic learning schemes, e.g., [4] , [5] .
III. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
MC-DFP (Algorithm 1) involves decentralized mechanisms that determine whom to send information to and how to reason about other agents' behavior based on information received in the target assignment game. In the following we study the convergence of the target selections in MC-DFP to an action profile that is rational (to be defined as a Nash equilibrium of the target assignment game). We also show that convergence to a rational action profile implies the constraints of the target assignment problem in (1) and (3) are eventually satisfied.
We begin by introducing game theoretic concepts that will be used in the convergence analysis.
A. Game theory preliminaries
A mixed strategy of agent i, denoted with σ i , is a probability distribution over the action space, i.e., σ i ∈ ∆(A). The set of joint mixed strategies is given by
where we assume the individual strategies are independent. A Nash equilibrium (NE) of the game Γ = (N , {A, u i } i∈N ) is a strategy profile such that no individual has a unilateral profitable deviation.
Definition 1 (Nash Equilibrium) The joint strategy profile
A NE strategy profile σ * is defined as pure NE if σ * = (σ * i , σ * −i ) ∈ ∆ N (A), as a probability distribution, gives weight 1 on an action profile a = (a i , a −i ) ∈ A N .
A game Γ is a best-response potential game [23] , [24] if there exists a best-response potential function u : i∈N A → R, such that the following holds for any actions a i ∈ A and a −i ∈ A N −1 := i∈N \{i} A,
A best-response potential game with finite set of actions A is weakly acyclic, i.e., a pure-strategy NE exists, and starting from any a ∈ A N , there exists a finite best-response path to a pure-strategy NE.
B. Convergence to Nash equilibrium
Here we show convergence of MC-DFP to a pure NE in finite time almost surely (Theorem 1). Our convergence relies on the fact that action profile a(t) stays forever at a pure NE once reached (Lemma 4), and there is a positive probability to reach a pure NE from any action profile a(t) (Lemma 5). Firstly, we start by showing the existence of a path to pure NE.
Lemma 1 Target assignment game defined by the tuple Γ = (N , {A, u i } i∈N ) with utility function defined in (5) is a bestresponse potential game.
Proof : Consider the best-response potential function u(a i , a −i ) = k∈Kā −ik a ik , whereā −ik and a ik are defined as per (5) . Since the cardinality of the set of targets and agents are the same, |N | = |K| = N , there is always at least one target k uncovered given a −i ∈ A N −1 . Suppose agent i selects to cover one of uncovered targetsk ∈ K, so that a i = ek. Then, it holds that u(a i , a −i ) = u i (a i , a −i ) = 0 and min ai∈A u(a i , a −i ) = min ai∈A u i (a i , a −i ) = 0. Thus, it satisfies the condition in (18) .
By Lemma 1, existence of a pure NE and best-response path to NE is assured.
Lemma 2 For any pure NE action profile a * ∈ A N of the target assignment game Γ, it holds that,
that is, the minimizer is a singleton.
Proof : Proof follows by the fact that the set of pure NE action profiles of the target assignment game constitute of action profiles that covers all the targets.
This lemma implies that no single agent can be indifferent between any two actions if other agents play according to the pure NE action profile.
We make the following set of assumptions to show convergence to a pure NE of the game. The first assumption states that the distance between agents and targets cannot be unbounded.
Assumption 1 There exists a positive real number D > 0 such that ||x i (t) − x j (t)|| ≤ D, for all (i, j, t) ∈ N × N \ {j}×T , and ||x i (t)−q k || ≤ D, for all (i, k, t) ∈ N ×K×T .
This assumption allows us to lower bound the probability of successful communication as per (11) . In the following we define the filtration and assume agents' estimates are only a function of the actions and message exchanges in the past.
Assumption 2 A receiving agent j ∈ N \ {i} can successfully acknowledge if they received the estimates f i i (t) from the sender agent i given c ij (t) = 1.
This assumption coupled with empirical frequency estimate updates in (9) allows agent i to compute H ij (t) = ||f i i (t) − f j i (t)|| in (10) . The condition relating to H ij (t) in the weight computation makes sure that agent i only cuts communication with agent j if it is sure that agent j has an accurate estimate of its selection. This assumption will be key in proving convergence to a pure NE-see proof of Lemma 5.
. The estimate f i j (t) of agent i for agent j's strategy is measurable with respect to F t .
Assumption 4
The utility functions u i for all i ∈ N are Lipschitz continuous.
This assumption assures as the estimates
f i −i (t) ∈ ∆ N −1 (A) converges to pure strategies a −i ∈ A N −1 , such that f i −i (t) → a −i ,
the differences between values of utility functions shrinks
By the empirical frequency updates in (6) and empirical frequency estimate updates in (9), we have geometric convergence in empirical frequencies if agents repeat the same action. Moreover, if agents are able to successfully communicate their empirical frequency, estimates also converge in finite time (See Lemma 6 in Appendix A). Next, we use this observation to show that agents learn to best respond to the correct action profile if that action profile is repeated long enough.
Lemma 3 Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold. Starting from time t ∈ T , assume that each agent repeats a i ∈ A for T 1 − 1 consecutive steps. Then, for the next T 2 time steps, agents continue the same action profile a, i.e., a(s) = a = (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a N ), for all s ∈ {t, t + 1, · · · , t + T 1 + T 2 − 1}, and successfully communicate with each other. There exist constants ξ 1 > 0, and ξ 2 > 0 such that after
Lemma 3 relies on the fact that empirical frequencies converge near a degenerate distribution on ∆ N (A) that corresponds to an action profile a ∈ A N if the action profile a is repeated consecutively for long enough. During the time span that the empirical frequencies are near a degenerate distribution, if all agents are able successfully communicate with one another for finite number of stages, then all agents can best respond as if they know the action profile a. The following result leverages Lemma 3 to show that if a NE action profile is repeated long enough, then agents will continue to take the NE action profile.
Lemma 4 (absorption property) Suppose Assumption 1-4 hold. Let a * ∈ A N be a pure NE action profile. Starting from time t ∈ T , suppose each agent repeats a * i for T 1 − 1 consecutive steps. Then, for the next T 2 time steps, agents continue the same action profile a * , i.e., a(s) = a * = (a * 1 , a * 2 , · · · , a * N ), for all s ∈ {t, t + 1, · · · , t + T 1 + T 2 − 1}, and successfully communicate with each other. Then a(s) = a * = (a * 1 , a * 2 , · · · , a * N ) holds, for all s ≥ t. Proof : By Lemma 3, after repeated actions and successful communication as defined, it holds,
Moreover, by Lemma 2, the set argmin ai∈A u i (a i , f i −i (s)) is a singleton for each i ∈ N . Thus the action profile a * is repeated at time t + T 1 + T 2 . Inductively, a(s) = a * for all s ≥ t.
Lemma 4 shows that when a NE action profile is repeated consecutively long enough, agents will not deviate to another action in Algorithm 1. The next result shows that there is a positive probability of a NE action profile being repeated long enough. where a * is a pure NE and c ij (t) is the realization of Bernoulli random variable determining communication link between i and j. There exists η 1 > 0 and η 2 > 0 small enough such that the transition probability P(E(t)|F(t)) ≥ (T 1 , T 2 ), is bounded below by¯ (T 1 , T 2 ) > 0 and always positive for all t ∈ T .
Proof : If a(t) = a * is a pure NE, then it is trivially satisfied by inertia in best response (8) . Assuming a(t) = a * , observe that the model (13) always admits optimal solutions β * ij (t) > b where b > 0, as long as the weights w ij (t) > 0. Then, combined with Assumption 1, it holds β * ij (t) e −r||xi(t)−xj (t)|| 2 2 ≥ com = be (−rD 2 ) , when w ij (t) > 0. Let's suppose repetition of the same action T 1 + T 2 − 1 times. Then, further suppose that the action is communicated T 2 times successfully between all pairs of agents (i, j) after T 1 repetitions. The probability of this repetition and communication is at least 1 = N (T1+T2−1) inertia N (N −1)(T2) com . Now, since a(t) = a * , now at time t + T 1 + T 2 , there is at least one agent that can improve. By Assumption 2 and empirical frequency estimate updates (9) , each agent can check H ij (t). Thus, it also holds argmin ai∈A u i (a i , a −i ) = argmin ai∈A u i (a i , f i −i (t + T 1 + T 2 )) by Lemma 3, with sufficiently small η 1 and η 2 . Therefore, the probability that only one agent improves its action and the others stay at the same action is at least 2 = (1 − inertia ) N −1 inertia . If the joint action a(t+T 1 +T 2 ) = a * , we can suppose the whole process that contains repetition and successful communications, is repeated again. As a result, this process can happen no more than total number of actions |A| = N . Hence, after the last improvement by reaching a * , the probability of repetition and communication, is 3 
The event stated in the lemma above is the event that MC-DFP follows a finite best-response improvement path toward a pure NE as if agents are acting according to a centralized best-response scheme. Lemma 5 states that this event has positive probability thanks to the assumption that agents attempt to communicate with all the agents as long as necessary. Next we state our main convergence result under the same assumptions made in Lemma 5.
, · · · , f i N (t))} t≥1 be a sequence of actions and estimates of each agent i ∈ N generated by Algorithm 1. If the assumptions in Lemma 5 hold, then the action sequence {a(t)} t≥1 converges to a pure NE a * of the game Γ, almost surely. Moreover, let τ be the random variable indicating the time step when Algorithm 1 converges to a pure NE a * . Then, E(τ ) < ∞.
Proof: By Lemma 4, a pure NE a * is an absorbing state of game Γ. Then, it continues until the game reaches pure Nash equilibrium and absorbed in finite time τ due to existence of positive probability by Lemma 5. Thus, it holds E(τ ) < ∞.
Almost sure convergence to a pure NE action profile in finite time implies that agents can indeed move to cover the targets in finite time in the target assignment game. Next we state this result.
Corollary 1 Suppose Assumption 1-4 and the target assignment game Γ has reached pure NE after some finite time τ . Then, at some finite time t > τ , robots achieve team goal (1) and cover targets physically (3).
Proof : A pure NE constitutes a one-to-one assignment of robots to targets. Since none of robots can improve utility function u i by changing selected target if it is already covered, each agent selects an uncovered one resulting in one-to-one assignment. Then, by voluntary communication, weights become w ij (t) = 0 and v ij (t) = 0. Thus, each robot goes in the direction of their selected target (q k ), without changing a * i = e k . By Assumption 1, agents arrive at their selected target locations by following the mobility dynamics in (2) satisfying (3) in finite time t > τ .
The result above shows that MC-DFP is guaranteed to reach a feasible solution to (4) . Together Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 provide convergence guarantees for the MC-DFP algorithm despite the fact that agents can choose to cut-off communication based on local statistics as per (10) or move toward other agents in order to increase communication as per (15)- (16) .
In the next section, we numerically assess the effects of voluntary communication, and information-aware mobility dynamics in MC-DFP in terms of convergence time and number of communication attempts.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We consider N = 5 robots and targets, in which robots and targets are positioned according to two different scenarios. In Scenario 1, robots start at at origin (0, 0) and targets are (0, 1), (1, 1, ), (1, −1), (−1, 1), (−1, −1) . For Scenario 2, robots are positioned at different starting points (−0.5, 0, ), (−0.5, −0.5), (−0.5, 0.5), (0.5, 0.5), (0.5, −0.5), and also targets are given as (0, 0), (−0.5, 1.5), (−0.5, −1.5), (0.5, 1.5), (0.5, −1.5).
The algorithmic parameters ρ 1 , ρ 2 , and inertia are chosen as 0.4, 1, and 0.05, respectively. The initial empirical frequencies and their estimates (f i i (t) and f i j (0) for all (i, j) ∈ N × N \ {j}) are assigned as uniformly distributed over 5 targets so that f i i (t) = [0.2, · · · , 0.2] and f i j (0) = [0.2, · · · , 0.2]. The channel fading constant r is determined as 0.65. Moreover, each scenario is experimented with different constant speed values over time α(t), that are respectively 0.1 and 0.05 for Scenario 1 and 0.05 and 0.025 for Scenario 2. Communication threshold constants (η 1 , η 2 ) are given as (0.1, 0.4). We explore the MC-DFP performance with respect to parameters ρ 1 , ρ 2 , η 1 , and η 2 in Section IV-D. Lastly, upper bound for ∆ ij in (10) is selected as δ 1 = 10. Targets are assumed to be covered if the Euclidean distance to final positions of robots are within 0.1.
Given the setup, we compare the performance of MC-DFP algorithm with respect to two decentralized benchmark learning schemes. The first benchmark learning scheme only utilizes learning-aware voluntary communication and does not use communication-aware mobility, i.e., it only moves toward the selected target. We denote this learning algorithm as C-DFP algorithm. The second benchmark algorithm only implements the decentralized fictitious play algorithm without learning-aware voluntary communication and informationaware mobility. We denote this learning algorithm as DFP. In DFP, we further replace the voluntary communication protocol in C-DFP by a fixed communication protocol where agent i attempts to communicate at all time steps with equal flow rates for all agents, i.e., β ij (t) = 1 N −1 = 0.25. A. Rate of convergence to an NE and estimation errors Fig. 2(left) illustrates the convergence to equilibrium in Scenario 1 with up and bottom figures corresponding to speeds 0.1 and 0.05, respectively. All three algorithms converge to a pure NE in all of the 50 cases within the time frame T f . MC-DFP has a slightly faster average convergence rates. We do not observe a significant effect of agent speed in convergence to NE while it has some effect on communication success as we discuss in the following sections.
Note that only the benchmark DFP algorithm has positive communication weights at all times. This means the total estimation error of agents estimating each others' empirical will go to zero. Bechmark DFP is the only algorithm among the three that guarantees convergence to zero in estimation errors. However, given the communication failures due to fading, diminishing of estimation errors may take a long time to be practically relevant as is evident from the similarity of the estimation errors among the three algorithms in Fig. 2(Middle) . Fig. 2(Middle) shows the total error agents make in estimating each others' empirical frequencies.
Combined with the fact that all learning algorithms converge, i.e., the action profile is a NE, before the final time T f , we can conclude that agents can converge to a pure NE even when there remains gaps between actual and estimated empirical frequencies. That is, the sustained communication attempts in DFP does not provide an advantage over C-DFP and MC-DFP. In summary, DFP comes with unnecessary communication attempts incurring significant energy costs to agents as we explore next.
B. Effects of learning-aware voluntary communication
The total estimation errors with respect to time in Fig. 2 (Middle) follow a similar shape for all algorithms. There is an initial increase in the estimation error starting from an uninformative common prior f i j (0) as agents begin to make target selections using best-response with inertia. After reaching a peak around t = 8, the total estimation error decreases implying that agents learn the empirical frequencies of others. In C-DFP and MC-DFP, as agents successfully transmit their empirical frequencies, they begin to reduce communication attempts as per (10) . Indeed, after time t = 5, agents begin to reduce communication attempts in both C-DFP and MC-DFP. By time t = 18, communication attempt per link drops below 0.5 for both C-DFP and MC-DFP. The average communication attempt per link shown in Fig. 3 highlights the relative reduction in total cost of communication energy.
The cease of communication attempts leads to a slow down in descent of total estimation errors in C-DFP and MC-DFP compared to DFP (see Fig. 2(Middle) ). Nevertheless, the slow down does not prohibit convergence to a NE as discussed in the above section. Moreover, when agents are moving faster, we observe that agents have higher total estimation errors in DFP due to fading becoming an important factor early on (compare top and bottom rows of Fig. 2(Middle) ). The intuition for this is as follows. In contrast to DFP, agents allocate communication rates by prioritizing agents based on their need for information in C-DFP and MC-DFP. This helps in obtaining smaller estimation errors faster when fading is important as in the case when agent speeds are fast. Fig. 2(Right) shows the average success ratio of communication attempts with respect to time in the three learning schemes. All learning models start with similar success rates as neither prioritization or mobility has any effect on communication success. Over time, there is a gradual decrease in chance of communication success for all models due to robots moving away from each other toward their 
). Agents play a pure NE action profile after t = 40 on average. selected targets. However, this gradual decrease is faster at the beginning (t ∈ (0, 20]) for DFP as agents do not allocate their communication rates by prioritization as they do in C-DFP. After time t = 30, communication success ratio drops to zero for C-DFP and MC-DFP while DFP retains a small chance of success around 0.05. This is because we let communication success be equal to zero by convention if a communication attempt between two agents is ceased.
Overall, the voluntary communication protocol in (10) saves energy without hampering team performance with appropriately chosen communication threshold constants. Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 demonstrate the effects of communication-aware mobility on the team movement for Scenarios 1 and 2. In Scenario 1 (Fig. 4 (Top) ), robots start from the same location which means communication failure due to fading is not likely. In Fig. 4 (Top-Left) robots stay close due to the communication-aware direction selections as per (15) . In contrast, when robots move toward their selected targets in DFP, we observe robots heading away from each other early on following their best target selections followed by sharp direction changes in Fig. 4 (Top-Right). In Scenario 2 (Bottom), three robots on the left are close to each other but are far from the two robots on the right who are also close to each other. This implies that the robots on the left are highly unlikely to communicate with the robots on the right at the beginning. In MC-DFP (Bottom-Left), all robots move toward the center target for a long time increasing the chance of successful communication between the initially disconnected robots. This behavior that minds communication highly increases the team's chance to cover each target by final time. In contrast, robot movements are driven by target selections in DFP (Bottom-Right). This reduces the chance of communication between robots on the left with robots on the right, leading to some targets not being covered by final time.
C. Effects of communication-aware mobility
We further analyze the effect of speed on team's likelihood of covering every target in different scenarios. Table I shows that with decreasing speed, convergence is less likely. In particular for Scenario 2 where subsets of robots start distant from each other (high initial fading), likelihood of covering all targets by final time drops for all algorithms. This drop is higher in C-DFP and DFP compared to MC-DFP.
D. Parameter Sensitivity
We analyze the effects of fading memory constants ρ 1 and ρ 2 , and threshold constants η 1 and η 2 in MC-DFP for Scenario 1. We consider large (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) = (0.5, 1) and small (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) = (0.1, 0.2) fading constant values along with large (η 1 , η 2 ) = (0.2, 1.5) and small (η 1 , η 2 ) = (0.1, 0.4) communication threshold constants. As fading memory constants take large values, robots dismiss past information faster. As threshold constants take small values, robots are less likely to cut communication as per (10) . We observe that as threshold constants increase, the likelihood of successful convergence to NE drops significantly (compare percentage values in red in Fig. 5 Top and Bottom). Moreover, if threshold constants are low enough, then it is better to have high fading constants in terms of saving communication energy (compare Fig. 5 Top-Left and Top-Right). However, if threshold constants are high, then it is better to have small fading constants so that communication is not cut very early to prohibit convergence to NE (compare Fig. 5 Bottom-Left and Bottom-Right). Overall, small communication threshold values combined with high fading constants guarantee convergence while reducing communication attempts by a three-fold compared to DFP.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed decentralized mobility and communication controls for a team of agents solving a target assignment problem by best responding to the intended target selection of other agents. Each agent learns about others' intended selections by keeping track of others' frequency of past actions. For keeping such estimates, agents need to be able to transmit their empirical frequencies to each other over a wireless network subject to path loss and fading. The proposed communication protocol relies on metrics that measure novelty of information and information need of the agents to decide whether to transmit or not and how to allocate available communication resources. Moreover, agents may alter their mobility to overcome fading in communication depending on their assessment of the need to communicate certain agents. We stated sufficient conditions for convergence to an NE, and presented numerical results that demonstrated the benefits of the proposed learning-aware voluntary communication and the communication-aware mobility protocols on reducing communication need while retaining convergence guarantees. APPENDIX A. Technical result Lemma 6 Suppose Assumption 2 holds. Let the empirical frequencies {f i (t)} t≥0 and estimates of empirical frequencies {f i j (t)} t≥0 follow the updates in MC-DFP (Algorithm 1). For any ξ 1 > 0, there exists a T 1 ∈ N + such that starting from time t if any action e k is repeated in T > T 1 consecutive stages (i.e., a i (s) = e k , s = t, . . . , t + T − 1), then f i i (t + T − 1) − e k < ξ 1 for all i ∈ N . Moreover, for any ξ 2 > 0, there exists a T 2 ∈ N + such that starting from time t + T 1 , if agent i continues to take action e k , and it makes sure that it successfully sends its empirical frequency to agent j for T > T 2 consecutive stages, then ||f j i (t + T − 1) − e k || < ξ 2 for all j ∈ N \ {i}. Proof: From (6), it holds that if e k is repeated for any τ 1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · } starting from time t by a player i ∈ N , (20) Subtracting e k from both sides and taking the norm we obtain the following,
Similarly, if c ij (τ ) = 1, for all (i, j) ∈ N × N \ {i} and for any τ 2 ∈ {1, 2, · · · } it also holds,
(1 − ρ 2 ) s f i i (t + s + 1).
Define the difference as υ s := f i i (t + s + 1) − e k . Then, we have
where we used geometric sum to get the second equality. Then, by subtracting e k from both sides, we have
Since, communication starts after τ 1 times of repetition, ||v s || = O((1−ρ 1 ) τ1 ), for all s ∈ {0, 1, · · · , τ 2 −1} by (21), it holds ||f j i (t + τ ) − e k || = O((1 − ρ 2 ) τ2 ) + O(ρ 2 (1 − ρ 1 ) τ1 ) (27) = O(max((1 − ρ 2 ) τ2 , ρ 2 (1 − ρ 1 ) τ1 ))).
(28)
B. Proof of Lemma 3
By Lemma 6 it holds, ||f i i (t) − e k || < ξ 1 and ||f j i (t) − e k || < ξ 2 as the result of consecutively taking same action e k and successful communication attempts by agent i as described. Then, using Assumption 4, there exists a constant L > 0, for all i ∈ N such that, the following holds,
= j∈N \{i} ||a j − f i j (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 ))||,
for any ξ > 0. Next, we define the following mutually exclusive subsets of action space A for all i ∈ N , A 1 (i) = {e k1 ∈ A |a i = e k1 ∈ argmin u i (a i , a −i )}, (33) A 2 (i) = {e k2 ∈ A |a i = e k2 / ∈ argmin u i (a i , a −i )}. (34)
Hence, there exist actions a i ∈ A 1 (i) and a i ∈ A 2 (i) such that, u i (a i , a −i ) − ξ > u i (a i , a −i ).
for some ξ > 0. Note that (32) holds for both actions a i ∈ A 1 (i) and a i ∈ A 2 (i), |u i (a i , f i −i (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 ))) − u i (a i , a −i )| < ξ 2 ,
|u i (a i , f i −i (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 ))) − u i (a i , a −i )| < ξ 2 .
(37)
Next, we add u i (a i , f i −i (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 ))) and u i (a i , f i −i (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 ))) to the left and right hand sides of (35), respectively. Similarly, we subtract the same corresponding terms from the left and right hand sides of (35). Using the bounds in (36) and (37), we get u i (a i , f i −i (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 ))) > u i (a i , f i −i (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 ))). (38)
Further, for any two best-response actions, a i ∈ A 1 (i) and a i ∈ A 1 (i), it can be shown that |u i (a i , f i −i (t+T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 )))− u i (ã i , f i −i (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 )))| < ξ. (39)
As a result, using its estimates f i −i (t + T 1 (ξ 1 ) + T 2 (ξ 2 )), agent i only chooses an action from its optimal action set A 1 (i). Thus, it holds for all i ∈ N , argmin ai∈A u i (a i , f i −i (t+T 1 (ξ 1 )+T 2 (ξ 2 ))) ⊆ argmin ai∈A u i (a i , a −i ).
(40)
